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ABSTRACT

L expression for the scattering amplitude in

the Glauber approximation for ns-ms electronic excitation of

alkali atoms^The interaction potential between the incident

electron, the core electrons and N-l protons is approximated

by an appropriate spherical potential.

«
RESUMO

Apresentadas uma expressão para a amplitude de espalha

nento de G * yber para o processo de èxcitação eletrônica

ns -• as ck i átomos alcalinos. 0 potencial de interação en-

tre o ei* -cn incidente, os elétrons do caroço e N-l é apro-

ximado po um potencial esférico apropriado. L J



1. Introduction

Calculations of differential cross sections for electron-

atom collisions in the region of intermediate incident energy

are, generally, complicated and several type of approximations

are used. Approximations of the Born type are not satisfactory

to describe second order effects and close-coupling approxima-

tions are quite involved for this energy region because of the

great number of open channels.' In 1959 Glauber proposed an

approximation for high energy and small scattering angles .When

Glauber's approximation is generalized to the problem of compo

site targets, it. corresponds, in some sense, to an approxima-

tion complementary to the close-coupling. After Franco's
2—6

works this approximation has been extensively used in ato-

mic, problems in the intermediate region of incident energy.

The Glauber approximation, in its formal point of view,

has various attractive aspects* As mentioned previously, it is

complementary to the close-coupling, in the sense that it ta-

kes into account, in an approximated manner, the contribution

of all scattering channels . It is an eikonal semiclassi-

cal approximation for small scattering angles and high energy

and in this region the Glauber treatment for composite targets

is consistent with the optical theorem, but doesn't satisfie

the detailed.balance principle. Another important point is the

fact that the Glauber approach is essentialy a classical

approach for the incident electron and exchange terms are not
present in the final expression for the scattering amplitude.

Some authors proposed modifications in the Glauber formu]

to describe exchange effects, but these treatments arc not
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fully satisfactory. This is an important restriction for elec

tronic excitation of atoms in the intermediate energy region,

when exchange terms could be fundamental to describe some

processes. ,

Another critical point of the Glauber approach» when

used in atomic problems, is the great numerical work related

to the many-particle character of the problem. The Glauber

approximation without .any other aditional approximation for

the collision problem has been employed to study electron

scattering by H, He and Li2**7'11"16. The Glauber expression

for the scattering amplitude involves integrals of order 3N+2,
2

where N is the number of atomic electrons. Franco , Thomas and
17 '7 18 19Chan and others ' ' , proposed reduction methods for the

order of integrals, when the atomic orbitais are approximated

by analytical functions of Slater's type. These methods redu-

ce the order of integrals to one, when the interaction between

the incident particle and the atom is purely coulombian.

In the present work we present an expression for the

scattering amplitude for ns-ms electronic excitation of alka-

li atoms. Calculations of Glauber cross sections for ioany-ele£

tron atom collisions are very difficult even with the use of

Slater's orbitais because of the large number of terms that

are present when the reduction methods are used. We use an

one-electron approximation to describe the alkali atom, where •

the interaction of the incident electron with the core elec-

trons and N-l protons is substituted by an appropriate struc-

tureless potential,

' I n section 2 we present the Glauber scattering amplitu-

de, emphasizing some particular points. In section 3 we discuss
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the approximation adopted to describe the interaction poten-

tial and in section 4 the scattering amplitude for the consi^

dered processes is obtained. Finally in section 5 we consent

some aspects of this result and the possibility of its gene-

ralization to different excitation processes.

2. Theory

Ne consider the systea electron N-electrons neutral aton.

Relativistics cprrections as well the nuclear notion are not

considered. In atomic units (*» « n»e » e * 1) the hamiltonian

for this system is:

H » Hft + H 0 + V tl)

where

• *i N 2
Ha ' " 1 I '1

is the hamiltonian operator for the atom, and:

B. - - \
* * «

is the free-electron haroiltonian
V * V U i , . . . , ^ ^ ) is the potential that describe the

Coulomb interaction between the incident electron (*N+^)/ all

the atomic electrons and the nucleus, defined by

N , • ,v " I V, , V.. - - -i— + ~i (4)
j-1 3 3 rN+l rj,N+l

In eqs. (2)-(4) r^k - |i, - ?k| and
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The scattering amplitude in the Glauber approximation

is:

rf

{1 - expàx(Ê.r1,...rH)))|T£(rr..rl|)> 15)

Eq. (5) is the Glauber expression for the scattering

amplitude associated to the process of excitation of the ato

mie state Tf from the state TQ when the incident electron,

initially with momentum K , is scattered and, assymptotically,

has momentum $...

• "o *f

~Y » tB-E ) + -y~ where E and B are the energy of

the states fQ and »f. q « Jc_ - Jc- is the transfered momen -

K(S,r^/...rN) is the phase of Glauber:' .

-..t, v---f- r
X W K O J-m

V( ly,*
%
lil,..,

j - - é~ I dz'

t6)

The incident electron coordinates are expressed In car

tesian coordinates, £ N +, " (x,y,z), and % is the classical

impact parameter, projection of rN+.over the plane perpendi-

cular to the incident direction, 2. The integration over z*

is made over the z axis.

, Directly from the eq.(5) it is easy to see that tQt

envolves the determination of integrals of 3N+2 orders. Some



reduction Methods for the order of these integrals were propo-

sed for atonic collisions2"7'17"19. These Method assume the

•tonic functions as described by • linear-combination of Slater

orbitais.

For the case of atonic excitation» eq.(S) takes the

fora:

fof (*o'V * TiT J *2b *»"*•*>« *o I rl-"rMl
 Tf * (7)

where '

rj - exp l i X j) «nd <f i |T f-> - « 1 £

was used.

The atonic functions r and »- are antisynetrized with

respect to the change of two electrons coordinates. If these

functions are* written in terns of one-electron orbitais (cen-

tral field approximation) eqC7) is composed by Nj terms which,

eventually, are rearranged. For atoms others than H and He

the number of terms which appears in eq(7) is very large and
11 12the use of the Glauber approximation is complicated ' .

For a better understanding of the kind of difficulties

involved, it is interesting to particularize our study to the

case of excitation of Li (three atomic electrons), and consi-

der the processes associated to each of. the Glauber terms.

Figured) shows some of the possible processes. In

Fig. (l.'a) we present the "direct" excitation process, when
• »

the valence electron is excited from the initial level to the

final level, and the core wave function relaxes. This process
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corrcsponds to the tern:

* •» n*

and in the high energy region it reduces to the Born approxima

tion.Figure (l.b) shows a possible "indirect" process: the

valence electron (rO is de-excited to one relaxed core orbi-

tal and a core electron is excited to the final level.

This tern 'corresponds to:

3. Collisions with Alkali Atoms; Approximation to the Atomic
Problem

In several aspects the alkali atoms behaves as an one-

electron atom. In the central field approximation the alkali-

ne is described by a core with complete shells and one valen-

ce electron. An approximation usually adopted in atomic physics

is to substitute the interaction between the valence electron

and the core electrons and N-l protons by an average spherical

potential. We can writte the interaction between the incident

electron and the atomic electrons and .the nucleus as:

+ 5 „
rN+l |rN+l"rNV

whero ?N is the valence electron coordinates and V describes

the interaction of the incident electron and the N-l core elec
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trons and N-l protons

The frozen-core approximation is obtained when the rela-

effects are not considered

average core potential defined by:

xation effects are not considered and Vc is approximated by an

* 13
The inert frozen-core approximation corresponds to put

<vc> - o. •
At large distances from the atom the interaction is of

the form20:

VI - "A e xP l"> rN+l)/rN+l

where A and X are, respectively, the depth and the range of

the potential, and are determined by the asymptotic behavior

of <VC>.

The approximation adopted in this work is to consider

V » V, in all space and describe the interaction of the incî

dent electron and the atom by the approximate potential t

i i A exp.(-A *„.,)
V(r. ,,•t

»

(11)

This corresponds to consider approxiroatly tho "indirect" contri

butions to tho excitation process.
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4. Collisions vi th Alkali Atq—t Glauber Amplitude

Using the approximation described in section 3 for the

interaction potential the Glauber phase defined by eq(6) isr

• X « XB • Xc U2)

where xH
 is thft Glauber phase for the electron-hydrogen colli-

sion and xe is the core contributions. The analytical expres-

sions for xH and X<J are
2"6'21'*2*

f

J 2 • \%-t\
^T b

and

A exp(-A rK

- K (xb) (14)
f

J I
M+l *O

s is the projection of r» in the plane perpendicular

to the direction of incidence (z) and K is the Modified Bessel
O-

22

function .

Using these approximations we reduce the collision pro-

blen with alkali atoms to an electron- "hydrogen" - core poten

tial problem. ,. ,

Using eqs(13) and (14) in (5)t

J
(15)
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or, for the case of atomic excitation» and integrating! over

the. core electron coordinates t

with n - 1 A O for electronic collisions and #«&„) the j-orbi-

tal of the valence electron.

Considering only ns-ms excitations and the atomic wave

functions described by an appropriate linear combination of

Slater ojppitals» we can use the method proposed by Thomas and

Chan to reduce the order of the integrals. The generalisation

for others excitations processes is possible.

The atomic orbitais • and «. are written ass

1 9 4-1

•o-*ns'

l J 3

Since relaxation effects are not considered we have the

orthogonality condition for the atomic orbitais:

«•o I •f" " «fo

or, expressing the above condition in terms of the coefficients

V b*and Hi " Bi • *y

^
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The scattering amplitude is:

ik. n

(17)

Introducing the generator function IQ, defined by:

1a3r

we can use the method of Thomas and Chan to reduce the order

of the integrals that appear in eq(17J: .

4.1 Y" 2 - 8n ine
nn b~2il> y"21^ 4i n-l0

C iY b ) U 9 )

where h (iz) is the modified Lommel's function with argument

iz,defined by11'17:

I (iz) - s (iz) - expfip.) 2 - A
 r(iipLlr|i^^J I (z)

r(v) is the Gamma function, s is the Loromel function and I* p,v v
23

the modified Bessel function .
Of course:

oxplir^r) l i ^ .

Y " Y.
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Using eqs(18),(19),(20) and the recurrence relations for

ifj

amplitude:

the modified Lommel's functions , we obtain the scattering

ik_ n n r -H-V-I
f„* - —? I I a.,*. 4n''«-*»• - 3 K *o t 8lT j « l k*l

f 2 /
d2b exp

J \
2i A Ko(Ab)^

X o 1

n (2in+p+l)

2i n enr

C2in-2q)

Í 2 1 A V X b ) ) b-2in+j+k-t-i T-

tirb)
Í21)

Y 'Y jk
•

Using the orthogonality condition expressed by eq(16)
22

the first term in eq(21) is zero. Using the relation t

1.
2H

exp (ira V) exp(iq.È) df »

2n

with q » {q,Va) and J the Bessel function, the final expres-

sion for the Glauber scattering amplitude is given by:

o£
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t j+k-t-1 f /2iA.K(Ab)\
n (2in+p+l) n (2in-2q) db exp I j-2 Jn(qb)

>»0 q-0 J V *o / °
p»0

.-2in+j+k-t *6
 (i Yjkb) . C22)

D 2in-j-k+t, j+k-t-1

Hhen b>> nax{l/y .. , l/q, 1/X} the integrand has the

asymptotic behavior: »

5. Conclusions

- The effects due to the core electrons are expressed

by the factor: ' .

r2iAK o(Ab)\

When A * 0 Cor, Vj=0) we obtain an expression for the scatte-

ring amplitude of ns - ms electronic excitation of hydrogen, or

alkali atoms in the inert frozen-core approximation.

- The introduction of core effects decreases the inert

frozen-core scattering amplitude.

- To generalize the method to compute the expression for

a general excitation m+ n't* it is only necessary to consider

the angular part of the atomic orbitais and define new genera-

tors functions11'17. . '

- The integrand in cq(22) presents an asymptotic behavior

adequatcd for numerical calculations. This is a direct consequon

ce of the fact that the orthogonality condition was explicity ta-

ken into account in cq(21) and spurious divergence arc avoided.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 - Some possible processes of excitation of lithium.
t

(la) represents the "direct" excitation

(lb) represents an "indirect" excitation




